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With the help of the Garsia-Rodemich-Rumsey lemma, some improvements of 
the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities for continuous martingales are obtained, 
as well as certain estimates of the LD norm of the supremum of (a) the local times 
of a continuous semi-martingale and (b) the difference of the local times of two 
continuous martingales. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
(1.1) 
It was proved in [2] that, if (M,) is a continuous local martingale, with a 
jointly continuous family (Ly)la0,(2ER of local times, then, for any y > 1, 
there exists a universal constant C, such that 
llLzll,~ C,IIM2II,Y (1.a) 
where /I. ]Jy is the LY-norm; L,* = supa Ly ; il4: = supSGI ]kZS]. A consequence 
of this inequality, also featured in [2], is that, for any couple (M, N) of 
continuous martingales, one has, for any y > 1, 
< ~,ll~~--N)~lI:‘2~II~~II:‘2 + II~211:‘2b (1.b) 
Our interest in L*-inequalities such as (1.a) originated from Garsia’s proof 
[ 12; see also P. A. Meyer, 23, pp. 116-l 171 of the Davis HI-inequality 
E[(M)g2] < CE[M&]. 
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Indeed, Garsia introduces the expression E[(M),/Mz], and finally 
majorizes it by E[M,$]. Now, once the elementary inequality 
W>,,/~2 < =‘z is noticed, the question of proving (1.a) (at least for 
y = 1) arises naturally. Garsia’s approach also suggests considering ratios 
ZIP,,(M) such as 
(~)““/w*)“, (M*)“/(M)“” and (L *)4/(M*)p, 
with q > p, and it was proved by Fefferman et al. [ 111 and Gundy [ 161 (also 
see [33] for somewhat different proofs) that there exist universal constants 
c p,41 such that 
Jw,,,W)I < Cp,,~[(~~)q-Pl. (1-c) 
(1.2) 
In [2] the authors used the Ray-Knight theorem for Brownian local times 
[ 19, 291 in their proof of (l.a), and this made it impossible for them either to 
extend (1.a) to continuous semi-martingales, or to bring SUP,,~ inside the 
(hidden) expectation in (1.b). 
Here our main tool to deal with these questions is the Garsia-Rodemich- 
Rumsey lemma [ 151 ( see also Stroock and Varadhan [31, p. 47-601). This 
enables us to obtain the following improvements to (l.a), (1.b) and (1.~) (we 
present only the main results of the paper). 
(i) Let s E (0, t], and let (M,) be a continuous local martingale, with 
increasing process ((M),). Then, for every y > 1, one has 
(ii) Let E E (0, +], let (M,) be a continuous local martingale, and let (Ly) 
be a jointly continuous version of its local times. Then, for any y > 1, one 
has 
(IIy,J 
(iii) Let X=X, + A4 + V be the canonical decomposition of a 
continuous semi-martingale, with (Mt) its continuous martingale part, and 
(I’,) a continuous process with bounded variation; let (Lf) be its family of 
‘Throughout the paper, a notation such as C,,, will denote a universal constant depending 
only on p and 9. 
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local times, chosen to be right-continuous in a, and continuous in t (cf. 
[32]); then, for any y > 1, one has 
(for a multidimensional generalization of (III,), see Section 6.3). 
(iv) Let (M,) and (N,) be two local continuous martingales, with 
L;(M) and L;(N) two jointly continuous versions of their local times. Then, 
for every y > 1, one has 
IIM* + N”lly “2 
~W~-~W2 lIM* +N*lly2 IV log II(M-N)*,I I I 
. (I”,) 
Y 
We take the opportunity here to point out that, the best constant, cY, in the 
Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality I]M& /ly< cy ]I (M)g2 Ily is O(y”‘) as 
y+ co, plays an important role in the proof of (IV,), and also helps in 
getting an order of magnitude, as y -+ co, of the constants which appear in 
(IyJ (II,,) and (III,). 
(1.3) 
The paper is organised as follows: 
- in Section 2 we present our basic notation. 
- in Section 3 we recall the Garsia-Rodemich-Rumsey lemma, together 
with some of its applications, in particular those related to Kolmogorov’s 
continuity criterion. 
-Section 4 contains the rest of the ingredients for the proofs of the 
inequalities; these are two “shifting” lemmas which imply the celebrated 
“good A” inequalities (see Burkholder [S] and Burkholder and Gundy [ 71). 
Although very much inspired by a lemma due to Lenglart et al. [21], our 
lemmas are new, either in form, or as such. 
- finally, inequalities (I,,), (IIy,,),(IIIy) and some of their consequences 
are proved in Section 5, while (IV,,) is obtained in Section 6, along with the 
derivation of weighted norm inequalities for continuous martingales as a 
consequence of (III,). 
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2. BASIC NOTATION AND FORMULAE 
(2.0) 
Let A be a parameter set (for instance, the set of all continuous 
martingales) and ug, u 6 : [ 1, co) + R + be a pair of functions indexed by A. 
Let h: [ 1, co) + R + be a further function. We write 
%(Y) Q W(Y)) Us(Y) 
if for each y E [ 1, co) there exists a constant cY, independent of 6, such that 
US(Y) G cpsm and lim sup, lm cr/h(y) < co. An increasing function 
F:lR++R+ is said to be moderate if there exists an a > 1 such that SUP,.>~ 
F(ax)/F(x) < co. 
(2.1) 
Let (Q,Y,*, P) be a filtered probability space satisfying the usual 
conditions. For any random variable f, and y E [ 1, co), ]I f 11, denotes the L y- 
norm off: 
(2.2) 
In this paper, we deal only with continuous (a semi-martingales: such a 
process can be written, in a unique way, as X=X, + M t V, where 
M( zdef Xc) is a continuous local (a martingale, with M, = 0, and I/ is a 
continuous (9J adapted process with bounded variation on any compact 
interval of R + . 
For y E [ 1, co), we set 
ll%y= 
II 
where M,* = ;;y ] M, ] . 
It has been proved (cf. Garsia [ 131 and Burkholder [5]) that for any 
continuous local martingale M, with M, = 0, one has llMllH~ Q O(y”*) IIMIIHI, 
and it will be remarked in (3.3) that l]M]IHy< O(y”*) llMll,,y. We shall use 
the (now immediate) inequalities 
IlXll,~< O(P2) IINH,y. (2.4 
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(2.3) 
For any a E IR, the following (Tanaka’s) formula may be considered as a 
definition of the local time of X at u: 
(Xpz)’ =(X0-u)+ +f loV>,,dXS+$!+ (2.b 1 
0 
We shall write L?(X) whenever the appearance of the dependency on X is 
necessary. We shall also make use of the notation (@) for 1; l(, >a) dM,y. 
From 1321, we may take a version L: (a, t) -+ L:(w) which is jointly right- 
continuous, and has left-hand limits in a, and is continuous in t, i.e., 
lim Lf=Lp, 
bja,s-t 
lim Lf 
b TTo;s+~ 
exists a.s, 
(The main estimate needed for the proof of this statement (see [32]) is 
reworked in (4.4).) Moreover, if X is a continuous martingale, L is jointly 
continuous: this is essentially Trotter’s celebrated theorem. 
Finally, we write down the fundamental density of occupation formula: for 
any bounded, Bore1 function f: iR + IR, 
3. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE GARSIA-RODEMICH-RUMSEY LEMMA 
Consider a family of r.v’s {U(u)}, indexed by a E IRd (for simplicity) and 
taking its values in a Banach space E. Then: 
(i) If the classical Kolmogorov’s criterion 
E(~U(U)-U(~)~~)<H~U-~~” WYJ 
holds for some Hz > 0, y > 0, a > d, and for all a, b E iRd, then there exists a 
continuous process (@(a), a E Rd) such that for each a, o(u) = U(u), a.s. 
(see, for instance, Neveu [25, p. 92; 261, Heinkel [ 171, and the appendix in 
Meyer (241). F rom now on in this section, we shall suppose that (KY,,) is 
satisfied, and consider only the continuous version of U. Therefore, we may, 
and will, omit the tilde below. 
(ii) A (local) modulus of continuity for U is obtained as a conse- 
quence of the Garsia-Rodemich-Rumsey lemma ([IS]; see also Garsia [ 14 ] 
‘When necessary, we shall write H,,, instead of H. 
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for more recent developments). We borrow from Stroock and Varadhan 
[ 3 1, p. 601 the following presentation of the lemma: 
(GRR). Let u: Rd + E be a strongly continuous function, and write B 
for B(a,, r), the open ball in Rd, centered at a,,, with radius r. Let p, v/ 
be strictly continuous functions on [0, a) such that p(0) = ~(0) = 0, 
and lim,,, y(t) = 03. Then, provided T E II,,, dadby(( u(a) - 
u(b)J/p(la - bl)) < 00, for all a, b E B, 
lu(a) - u(b)1 < 8/:“-” w-’ ($) p(dx), 
where 1, is a universal constant depending only on d. 
(iii) We now apply (GRR) to u,(a) = U(a; w), with U satisfying 
Q&). Taking u/(x) = xy, and p(x) = x’“‘+*~)‘~, with 0 < m < a -d, one 
obtains, 
da& I ‘Cal - ‘tb)I 
la-bl”+2d ’ 
(3a. 1) 
IU(a)-U(b)lY~Cjll~,m.la-blm.r, (3a.2) 
with 
c(l) d,y,m=Ld. 8?. 2”. 
E[lJ ,< cd . H. (a _ i) _ m . raPm. (3a.3) 
(Here, and in the following, cd denotes a universal constant, depending only 
on d, but possibly varying from line to line.) 
(iv) From the basic estimates (3a.l-2-3), we derive some important 
inequalities, the main one being 
E (3-b) 
where 
(32’ 
d,y.n ,m = cd and 0 < m ( a - d. 
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Here is an interesting application of (3.b) in the case of d = 1; for 6 > 0, and 
I a finite interval of IR, we denote Vs(U;I) = sup, C, ( U(ai+i) - U(ai)16, 
where r=(a,<a, ( . .. < a,) is any finite subdivision of I. Remark, for 
u > 1, the elementary inequality 
(where 111 is the Lebesgue measure of I), from which we can deduce, with the 
help of (3.b) (where we take m = y/S), that, for any 6 > y/a - 1, 
with 
E V,(U, Z)y’* < Cc3’ \ Y.6.a . H y,a * IT, (3.c) 
(v) For simplicity, we suppose here that d = 1. In connection with 
(GRR), the class of processes which satisfy the criterion (K,,,) for any 
y > 1 (with a constant Hy = H,,,,,) is particularly interesting. We denote this 
class by K”‘2’. 
If U belongs to K(‘12), we deduce from (3.b) that, for any E E (0, $) and y 
such that YE > 1, 
atb 
where Cc4) = 1 . 8y . 2y’1’2-“‘(1 + 2/y(i - E))/(YE - 1). Moreover, for any 
6 > 2, an$‘y such that 6 > y/(y/2 - l), we obtain from (3.~) that 
E[ V-&T; Qy’*] < C&, . H,. lily”, (3.4 
where C &) = c(3) . 
It is no’w irnrn~&% from (3.d) and (3.e), respectively, that 
(i) for any E E (0, $1, and y such that ye > 1, 
/I I 4) - wJ)l ,a _ b(J/2-& II 
a#b 
(3.9 
(the result for E = 4 is, a fortiori, implied by that for E E (0,;)); 
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(ii) for any 6 > 2, and y such that 6 > y/(7/2 - l), 
I( V,(v; I)‘qy < O,(Hy,) - [I[‘? (349 
Both results (3.f) and (3.g) apply in particular to real-valued Brownian 
motion @J,>,, which belongs to (K”‘), with H:“= O(y”*) (see (4.h) 
below). Therefore we obtain, for any E E (0, 41, T > 0, and y > l/s, 
(3.f.l) 
Note that the weaker result 
was obtained by Clark [8]. And for any 6 > 0, and y such that 
6 > Y/W - 113 
11 V,@; [O, T])“slt,< Os(y”*) T”‘. (3.g. 1) 
(For many references about b-variations of stochastic processes, see 
Lepingle’s paper [ 221.) 
Remarks. (1) Most of the above results are not new, but a self- 
contained exposition was needed here, since they play a crucial role below. 
(2) More classical estimates about the suprema of processes are 
usually obtained as consequences of the fluctuation inequalities (see 
Billingsley [4, p. 941). However, it seems that these inequalities only enable 
one to deduce results which are somewhat weaker than the estimates given 
above. 
(3) Apart from the case E = iR, the GRR lemma will, in what follows, 
usually be applied to spaces such as E = C,(lRk, IR), endowed with its 
Banach structure associated with the uniform norm. 
4. OTHER PRELIMINARIES 
(4.1) 
We now present a first “shifting” lemma. This is a slight modification of 
Lemma 1.1 of [21], but differs in that, in (4.a),, we have liC,jlk,P(S < T) 
instead of the weaker term E[ Ck, 1 (S< r) 1. This improvement is exactly what 
will be needed in Sections 5 and 6. The proof given in [ 211 is still valid. 
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LEMMA (4.1). Let A and C be two continuous, @Qadapted, increasing 
processes, with A,, = 0, C, > 0. 
Suppose there exist k > 0, ackI > 0 such that, for every couple of stopping 
times S, T, with S < T, one has 
Let F:R++lR+ be a continuous moderate function, with g: [ 1, co) + R + 
such that F(Px) 6 g(J) F(x) (x > 0, /3 2 I). Then, for each ,f? > 1, and all 
sufficiently small 6’s, there exists a constant y = y(k, ack,, g, 6, /3) such that 
W(A,)I G PW’(C,)I. 
One may take 
Y=hw g(P>ll- a(k) g@>sk@- l>-kl-‘a (4.b) 
In particular, for F(x) = xp(p > 0), one may take gcIJ) =/P, and 
minimizing the constant y, given by (4.b), over 6 and /I one gets, for any pair 
of continuous processes A and C which satisfy (4.a)k, 
(4.c) 
where 
y’(k a(k),p) = (a(k))P’k . $.kT (4.4 
with 
Finally, taking p = k, one gets 
y’(k, a(k)? k) = a(k) . 4l +k, (4.e) 
and so 
(4.2) 
Davis [9] proved that, for any k > 2, the best constant ak such that, for any 
continuous martingale (M,) with M, = 0, and finite stopping time T, one has 
(44 
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is zk, the greatest zero of the parabolic cylinder function D, with parameter 
k. Moreover, Abramovitz and Stegun [ 1, p. 6961 tell us that zk is smaller 
than 2(k + ;)I’*. 
PROPOSITION (4.2). There exists a universal constant c such that, for 
any k > 2, and any continuous martingale (M,), with M, = 0, one has 
IlM* Ilk ,< c . k”* II WV’* Ilk. (42 1 
This latter inequality is immediate from the above remarks and Doob’s Lp 
inequality. The term k”* in (4.g) is rather remarkable, since from all papers 
which exhibit some constant ak in (4.f) ( see, for instance, Novikov [27,28] 
and Burkholder [ 5]), except of course [9] itself, one can only deduce 
a,<cc k. 
We now give a proof of (4.g) which relies mainly on Lemma (4.1) and the 
estimate (4.e). 
(i) Let < be a gaussian-centered T.v., with .!?[<*I = 1. We recall that 
Jw2)‘l = $ T(r+i) (r > 0). 
This implies, from Stirling’s asymptotic formula, that there is a universal 
constant c such that, for any k > 2, 
E[l<l”] <c (v)““. (4.h) 
(ii) Let uCkj = (k/k - 1)” . c . ((k - 1)/e)““. Then, if (B,),>, is a real- 
valued Brownian motion with B, = 0, one gets 
E[B:] < uCk, . tk/*. 
In turn, this implies, when working with a pair of stopping times S and T, 
S < T, and the new Brownian motion (B,, + ,) - B, ; t > 0), stopped at T - S, 
under the conditional probability P(./S < 7’) 
El@:- B,*)kl ,< u(k) 11 T”* II”, P{s < Tl- 
(iii) Finally, making use of the Dubins-Schwarz theorem [lo], which 
represents any continuous martingale (M,) as a time changed Brownian 
motion, one obtains, with the help of Lemma (4.1) and the estimate (4.e) 
from which (4.g) follows immediately. 0 
580149’2 5 
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(4.3) 
The second “shifting” lemma which follows is new. It is obviously a 
generalisation of Lemma (4.1). 
LEMMA (4.3). Let A, B, C be three continuous, (m-adapted, increasing 
processes with A, = 0; B,, C, > 0. 
Suppose that there exists some k 2 1, such that for every pair of stopping 
times S and T, S < T, and for any F E Srs , 
E[l,(A, -Adkl <WI 11% 1,1/m lick, ldrn. (4.j) 
Then, there exists a universal constant c (c = 96 will do) such that 
EllAA,--A,)1 GcEll, lo<,,B,C~l, (4.k) 
and so, for any continuous moderate function F, there exists a constant c,, 
which only depends on F, such that, for any stopping time T, 
VW,)1 < +V’(B,C,)l. (4.1) 
Note that (4.1) follows from (4.k) by Lemma (4.1)). Before proving 
Lemma (4.3), we make two reductions. 
(a) In order to deduce (4.k) from (4.j), it is enough to show that for any 
stopping time T, 
WA,1 < CJW,C,I. (4.m) 
For suppose (4.m) has been proved. We may associate with any pair of 
stopping times S, T, with S < T, and FE SrS, the probability Q( - ) = P(-1 F) 
and the processes 
A, = l,(As+t -A,); B, = l,B,+,; c, = l,cS+f. 
Let U, VbeSZ;,. stopping times, with U < V, and G E SrS+ “. Then 
EQ(&,-A,)klG=P(F)-lE(A,+,-As+U)k l,l, 
<f’(F)-‘~W-WIIB:,, L-nAlm IIC:,, LmJloo 
= Q(G) 11% 1Gllm UC”, 1,llm. 
Thus A, B, C also satisfy (4.j), and so, using (4.m), 
EQA,-, < c EQ(&&,), 
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as T -- S is an SrS+ . stopping time. Thus 
E 1,(/t-A,)=P(F)E%& 
s P(F) c EQ(B,-SC,-,) 
= P(F) c E(B, C, lF) P(F) - I, 
and (4.k) follows on replacing F by F n {S < T}. 
(b) Secondly, it is sufficient to prove (4.m) for processes B, C such that 
B, > 1, C, > 1. For if B, C are any processes satisfying the hypotheses of the 
lemma, and 1 > 0, set A’ = 1’A, B’=JB + (1 -LB,,)+, 
C’ = AC + (1 -AC,)‘. Then A’, Ba C’ 
greater than 1. So by (4.m) for A*, B’, Cl, 
satisfy (4.j), and B, and C, are 
E~2AT<~.E(r3B~+(1-~B,)+)(K,+(1-K,)+) 
= A2c[EBTCT + EC&’ -B,,)+ + EB,(k’ - C,)’ 
+ E(A-’ - B,,)+(K’ - CO)+], 
SO, if (T,) is a sequence of stopping times which increase towards T and 
such that, for each n, B,” + C,” is bounded, letting A + co, 
EA,“SCEBT”CC,~S~EB,C,, 
and (4.m) holds for A, B, C. I 
Before entering into the heart of the proof of Lemma (4.3), we still need 
the elementary 
LEMMA (4.4). Let y be a a-field, and X, Y, Z be three positive 3’- 
measurable, random variables, such that 
(i) Y, Z E L*)(@‘, P), 
GO for any GE y, EL%] SP(G) II Yl,ll, IIZIGllm. 
Then one has X < YZ, P a.e. 
Proof. Let G, H E 5’. Then, from (ii), 
-W% l,)SW,) II Y1,llm II%llm~ 
so that 
Xl, G II YLTII, ll%lla3 P a.e. 
Now let e>O, and G={y<Y<y(l+s), z<Z<z(l+e)}: then 
Xl, < YZ(1 + &)I l,, and so, taking the union of all sets G of this form, we 
have X < YZ( 1 + E)’ P-a.e. The result now follows, as E is arbitrary. 
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Proof of Lemma (4.3). (a) Let T, < T, be two stopping times such that 
B,.? < 2B,, , and CT, < 2C,, , and let FE XT,. Then, by (4.j) 
~~1,.(~,.~--A,,)kl~4k~(F)IIB,,l,llk,IlC,, M”,~ 
and so, from Holder’s inequality (in the case k > l), 
E[l& -4JI G 4V) IIbj l,ll, llc,, 1FllmT 
from which we deduce, by Lemma (4.4), 
(4.4 
(b) Now let, for j > 0, k > 0, 
Ajk={(X,y)ER2:2j<x<2j+‘,2k<y<2k+’). 
Let J(t), K(t) be the values ofj, k, such that 
(Bt, CJ E ~“w,,.W~ 
and let 
T,, = 0, 
T, = infit > T,-, : (B,, G> 66 ~J~T,~,),K~T,~,)l~ 
for n > 1. Note that BTn < 2BTnm,, C,” < 2CTn- ,, so that 
on K+, < 4, &,+, CT,+, G%nCTn 
and also that 
(4.p.a) 
By compressing (0, co) to (0, 1) and making B, C linear after 1, we may 
assume that T,, < co for all n. As a consequence of (4.p.b), T,, T co. Let S be 
any stopping time. Then, 
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EA,<E T7 1 ,. (T,<S) WT,+, -Ar,I;TT,> 
G 4E f l(r,<dr,Cr, 
( 
by (4.n) 
n=O 1 
94Ef 1 wn<~)(%+~Cr,+~ -B&r,) by (4-p-b) 
n--O 
=4E ?1 
[ 20 
(~“<d%+2%+2 - Brn+,Cr,+J 
+ G 1 - (r,<sdBr,+,Crn+, -4, C,J 
fl=O 1 
G 4E ’ l(r,<~<r,+,,Br,+~ CT, * [ “YO 
+% ,to G<dBTn+* G+* - BT,+, CT,+,) 
+-h 
,=0 
(WSdBT,+, CTn+, -4, C,“) I 
<4E 
[ 
16 $ 1 (T”<S<rn+l) Br”cr” 
n=O 
+ 2 -? b,<SdBT,+, CT,+, 
,=0 
-Br$rJ * 1 
Thus, as 
fl (r,<s)(Br,+I CT,+, - Brn c,“> < 4B, C,, EA, < 96E(B, C,). 
ll=O 
This completes the proof of Lemma (4.3). 1 
(4.4) 
Finally, we refine the LY-estimates, obtained in [32], which lead to the 
regularity result on the local times for continuous semi-martingales (see 
Section 2.3). 
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PROPOSITION (4.5). Let X=X,, + A4 + V be the canonical decomposition 
of a continuous semi-martingale, and 
I@ = 
J 
-’ lCX,>a,dMs. 
0 
Then, for any a, b E R, and y > 2, 
Proof. Let k = y/2. Then, using the notation and formulae set out in 2.2 
and 2.3, we obtain 
EI~-~~IZk~(c(2k)1/2)2kE [ (j:dxL:)‘] (from(4.g)) 
< (c(2k)“‘)‘“(b - a)” E 
Now, from Tanaka’s formula (2.b), we get 
(X,>X) dVs 
and, therefore, making use again of (4.g), 
< ck . kk’2 IlXllf,;. 
The proof is now ended by majorizing E[(L;“)k] in the above estimate of 
E[I@ - @1’“], and finally using Doob’s LVnequality, with p = 2k. 
5. SOME RATIO INEQUALITIES 
(5.1) 
Our first application to martingale inequalities of the estimates obtained in 
Section 3 is the following 
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THEOREM (5.1). Let E E (0, i], and (I’M,) be a continuous martingale, 
with increasing process ((AI),). Then, for any continuous moderate function 
@, 
Moreover, for any y > 1, 
(I,,) 
Proof: (i) From the Dubins-Schwarz theorem [lo], it is sufftcient to 
consider the case h4, = BlhT, with (B,) a (.YJ Brownian motion, and T a 
stopping time. 
(ii) For any stopping time V, let 
Q9( v> = IB, -B,I o<“s~~,y 1 t - sI”*-&’ 
and remark that for S and T, two stopping times such that S < T, we have 
QW’I - QW) G GWT - S), 
where (N,) is the new (Xs+ .) Brownian motion (B(s+l, ,T - BS), stopped at 
(T - S). Therefore, we obtain, using the estimate (3.f.l) with respect to N, 
under the probability P(. ) S < T), that, for any y > 1, 
EllMW’l - ~,(B)(~)IYI G P,(Y”~M 1’“llL W < 9. 
(iii) Making use now of Lemma (4.1) and of the estimate (4.e), we get 
EIWW?Yl G V&(Y”~))~E[~~I~ 
as well as (5.a). I 
The following result is due to Lepingle [22], who actually obtained (5.b) 
for any martingale (not necessarily continuous), but (GRR) enables us to 
give a more direct proof than Lepingle’s. 
COROLLARY (5.1). Let (M,) be a continuous martingale. For 6 > 2, set 
V,(M) = sup, I/,&C a), where u = (0 = t, < t, < . . - < t, < co}, and 
V#; o) = COIMI,+, - M,.l’. Note W,(M) = V,(M)“S. Then, for any 
continuous moderate function @, 
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Moreover, for any y > 1, one has 
II WWlly G O,(Y”‘) II W~lly. (5.b. 1) 
ProoJ (i) Since 6 > 2, there exist E E (0, i) and v > 1, such that 
v/6 = f - E. Then the elementary inequality 
IM, -M*IS ‘d”) G “s”,‘: ((M), _ (M),)” ’ CM)& 
implies, with the help of Holder’s inequality (with l/q = 1 - 2s, and 
l/p = 2c), that for any y > 1, 
“s”,‘: 
IMt -Msl YP IlYP E[ Vs(M)y”] 1’y < E ) 1 El(M) 1 (P/S) y9 l/N t(M), - (M),)“‘” 
G W”) II (M>~2-u’“II, I  PfX?II, 
G oe(Y”*) II(w~211y. 
Thus (5.b.l) has been proved. 
(ii) Let S and T be two stopping times such that S < T a.s. Set 
Nt = M(s+,,,, T - Ms. If W,(M; t) =def V,(M; [0, t])“‘, then 
w&w q < w&c S) + W,(N). 
Applying (5.b. 1) to N under P(. I S < T), we get 
E((W,(M; T) - W,(M; S))“; S < T] < E[ V,(N); S < T] 
G ca II @%ll~’ W < r>, 
and (5.b) now follows on applying Lemma 4.1. 1 
(5.2) 
The following theorem will lead in particular to Corollary (5.2.1), a local 
time replica of Theorem (5.1). 
THEOREM (5.2). Let E E (0, i]. Let X=X, + M + V be the canonical 
decomposition of a continuous semi-martingale, and @’ = 1; 1 (X,>a, dM,. 
Then, for any continuous moderate function 0, 
p$-iq 
tf”,p la -bl”2--E I]<C,,,E [@ ((M*+l:ldY,l)I1’+~~. (5.~) 
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Moreover, for any y > 1, 
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Proof: (i) From proposition (4.5), and the estimate (2.a), we have: 
11s;~ I* -&:I Ily< %““WJ - a>1’2 IlXll$ 
< O(Y)@ -a)“’ Il-U$. 
Note U,(X, t) = SUP,<~;.+~ IA@ -@‘l/la - bl1’2-E, and remark that this 
supremum is equal to that taken for t > 0, and I a 1, I b I ,< XT. Therefore, we 
obtain. from (3.f): 
(ii) Remark that, for any couple of stopping times S, T, with S < T, 
we have: 
where Yt = Xcs+,,A, - X,. The proof is now ended with the now familiar use 
of Lemma (4.1). I 
The deduction of the following corollaries from Theorem (5.2) is quite 
similar to that of Corollary (5.1) from Theorem (5.1). Therefore, we omit 
their proofs. Notice, however, that to transfer results from (A$) to (Lp), we 
constantly use Tanaka’s formula (2.b). 
COROLLARY (5.2.1). Let E E (0, f]. Let M be a continuous local 
martingale, and (LF) be a jointly continuous version of its local times. Then, 
for any continuous moderate function @, one has 
1-G -GI 
la - bl”‘-’ < G,,W(W3’2+ “>I. (5.4 
Moreover, for any y > 1, 
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COROLLARY (5.2.2). Let 6 > 2. Let X=X, + M + V be the canonical 
decomposition of a continuous semi-martingale, and (Lp) be its family of 
local times, chosen to be jointly right-continuous in a, and continuous in t. 
Let V,(L) = sup, V,(L; a), where V,(L; o) = C, supl 1 LTi+l- Ly’I’, and 
a=(a,<a,<... < a,,,), and let W,(L) = V,(L)“‘. Then, for any continuous 
moderate function @, one has 
E[@(W&))I G Cd @ L i M& + j= IdVsl 11 . (5.4 -0 
Moreover, for any y > 1, one gets 
11 K(L>IIy< O,(Y) MZ + Jam ldV,l~~ . 
II Y 
(5.e. 1) 
In particular, if we set L,* = supa Ly , then 
IIL2IIy< O(Y) McZ +lom Idvsl /I . 
I/ Y 
6. SOME LOCAL TIME INEQUALITIES 
At the present stage of the development, it seems pointless to keep track of 
the orders of magnitude of LY-norms in the following set of semi-martingale 
local time inequalities. Therefore, we now denote (1. ]JHT and /] . ]lH8 identically 
by II . Ile 
(6.1) 
We first show how the inequality (111,) implies a quick derivation of the 
weighted norm inequalities for continuous martingales. For these latter, we 
closely follow Sekiguchi’s presentation [301. 
Let (M,) be a (6, P) continuous martingale, which belongs to BMO. We 
associate to any continuous (K, P) local martingale (X,), with X0 = 0, the 
semi-martingale z( = X, - (X, M),. Note that (z), E (X),. The following 
theorem is (for the continuous case) an extension of Theorem 1 [30]. 
THEOREM (6.1). There exist two constants 0 < c, < C, < co, which only 
depend on llMllsMO, such that, I$ 0 and p denote any two of the three r.v.‘s, 
then 
(6.a) 
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Proof: (i) First remark that E[$z] < c,+,E[(X)g’] is an immediate 
consequence of the (martingale) Davis Hi-inequalities and of Fefferman’s 
inequality. 
(ii) We next show that E[(X)z’] < c,E[Jfz]. We have 
< 2”2 E[L$J “* E[z$] 1’2, 
from the elementary inequality (X), < 22* f*. Now using (III,) in the 
form E[L$,] < c . E[zz + lp ]d(X, M),]], we get, from Fefferman’s ine- 
quality, 
E[(X)z2] Q c(E[f,$]“* + c,E[(X)~~]“~} E[$&]L’2. 
Now, setting x=E[(X)~]“~, and a =E[az]l’*, we obtain the (second 
order) inequality x2 < c{a + C~X} a, which implies x < CL . a. 
(iii) Since E[z&] and E[ (X)2’] are now known to be equivalent, the 
inequality E[fz] < c,E[X,$] follows immediately from (III,), and the 
converse inequality E[(X)z2] < c,E[Ez] follows from (6.b). 1 
Making use once again of the shifting Lemma (4.1) we immediately obtain 
(keeping the notation of Theorem (6.1)) 
COROLLARY (6.1). Let @ be a continuous moderate function. There exist 
two constants c*,~ and C,,, which depend only on @ and llMllBMo such that 
ce,&l@(~~l < WW?l < G,,W(~)l. 
Now, let Q be a second probability measure, equivalent to P on ~Fm. 
Suppose, moreover, that Q],y, = Z, . PI,,,, and Z, = exp(M, - t(M),), where 
(M,) is a continuous (6, P) martingale. Girsanov’s theorem tells us that if 
(X,) is a (5, P) local continuous martingale, then (X, - (X, M),) is a 
(Q, 32 local martingale. This applies in particular to A?, = M, - (M),. 
Conversely, every (P,cQ continuous local martingale may be represented as 
(2, - (2, A?),), with (X,) a continuous local (Q,.YJ martingale. We further 
suppose that (Z,) satisfies the (Muckenhoupt) condition (A,), that is, there 
exist positive constants a and K such that 
E[(Z,/Z,YI&l <KY a.s., for every stopping time T. 
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This implies that A? belongs to BMO(Q) (see 1301 and the references 
therein), and therefore we obtain from the previous remarks and Corollary 
(6. l), the following 
THEOREM (6.2). Let Q and P be two ;“, equivalent probabilities, and 
suppose that the (martingale) Radon-Nikodym density Z, = dQ/dPI,, is 
continuous, and satisJies the (A,) condition. Let @ be a continuous moderate 
function. Then, there exist two constants co,, and C,>,, depending only on 
@, and Z, such that, if U and V are any two of the three r.v.‘s X2, L&, 
(X>Z’ attached to any continuous (P,9J local martingale (X,), with X, = 0, 
then 
(6.2) 
Our ultimate aim in this section is to obtain a sharp estimate of the L y- 
norm of SUP~,~ IL;(M) - L:(N)1 for two continuous martingales M and N, in 
terms of 11 (M-N)” &, and IIM* + N* IIY (see Theorem (6.5) below). We first 
prove the following extension of inequality (1.b). 
LEMMA (6.3). Let X and Y be two continuous semi-martingales, with M 
and N their respective continuous martingale parts. We note 
Then, for any y > 1, one has 
sup E[sup IS?‘,(a) - ICT,(a)lY] < C,llX- YII,$ {llXll$ + II W$I~ (6.~1 (1 t 
ProoJ One has 
0;~ IA,(a) - &WY1 
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If we note A * = (X - Y)*, the last term is equal, to 
.a+A* Y/2 
E dx L”,(X) 
1 I 
,< E[(L~(X))Y”(U *)y’*] 
a-A* 
from (III,). The inequality (6.~) now follows easily. 1 
Here is the main result of this section. (We use the same notation as in 
Lemma (6.3).) 
THEOREM (6.4). For any y> 1, 
II sa’tr I%(4 - fit@>1 Ily
. (6.d) 
Using Tanaka’s formula (2.b) the following result then follows immediately. 
THEOREM (6.5). Let M and N be two continuous local martingales. 
Then, for any y > 1, one has 
< Cy(llM*lly + l(N*11,)“* 11 (M- N)*I/;‘2 (1 V log /If”u”-‘h”l;;;y) I’*. (IV,) 
Y 
Remarks (6.6). (i) The following complement to Theorem (6.5) has 
been obtained by S. D. Jacka [ 181: 
ifM,=N,=O then for any y> 1 
II&-W*I/,< C,lly~lWW -WN)I/I,. 
(ii) It is interesting to apply (IV,) to M= B. ,,(, a real-valued 
Brownian motion stopped at a fixed time t > 0, and to compare our 
inequality with the following result, due to McKean and Ray (see It6 and 
McKean [34, p. 651): 
lim sup I~~‘“-CI =2p 
6 lo aeR (E log l/E)“’ f 3 
a.s., 
where (If) denotes the continuous Brownian local times, and 1: = Supa If. 1 
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We now proceed to the proof of (6.d). To simplify notations, we shall 
write, in the following, fi,(a, 6), resp. #((a, b), for A?((b) - &?((a), resp. 
x,(b) - Ni,(a). Now remark that, from (6.c), we may replace the left-hand 
side in (6.d) by 
(6.d’) 
The proof now consists of four steps. 
Step 1. Let Vy” = k,(a, b) - &,(a, b), and tJTb = (V”“),. We now show 
that 
U~b~8min{(b-a)J,;J,H,~, (6.e) 
where J, = L,*(X) + L,*(Y) + L,?(X - Y); H, = (X - Y),*. First remark that, 
from Minkowskiis inequality, 
(qby2 < ( jb dx L:(x)y2 + (jb dx L:(Y)) 
I!2 
a n 
and therefore 
< (b - a)“2(Lt*(X)“2 + q(Y)“*), 
Moreover, if 
u;” < 2(b - a)(Lq(X) + q(Y)). 
F= {xa-Ht<Xs<a+H,, or b-H,<X,<b+H,}, 
then 
u:b = j-I IF+) 1 (a.b)tXs) d(M), 
0 
- 2 j’ l,@) 1(,,b,(xs) '(a,bdYs) d("T % 
0 
+ Jo’ lF(S) 1(a,b)(Ys) d(N)s 
= 
i 
t I,(s)(l W,b>W - 4*.b,eww)s 
0 
+ 2 jf l&) 1 (n,b)(Ys) lcCo,b,(xs) dt”, N - M).~ 
0 
(6.e. 1) 
+ .I IF(S) 1 
J Ca.bdYs) d(M - N)s 0 
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< j’ l&) d(M), + 2 (i,’ IF(S) d(M),)I’2 (M - N):‘2 + (M - N):‘2 
< 2[ (M - N), + 4H,L3X)]. 
Using the elementary inequality (M-N), < 2(X - Y),?L,*(X - Y) we get 
Crp” ,< gJP,> 
and combining (6.e.l) and (6.e.2) we have (6.e). 
(6.e.2) 
Step 2. Let W= SUP~,~ ] VF*/, and Z, = A?.(a) -N.(a). Thus Z, is a 
random variable taking values in C(lR + , IR). We denote by 119 /Is the uniform 
norm on C(R+,lT?): we have W=sup,~~Z,-Zo~I,. Let r,=I/X~+Y,!llar:, 
and H=H,, J=J03,r=rCo. 
We now use (GRR), with w(u) = uk, where k > 6, and p(u) = ZL~‘~. Set 
Then 
w = sup II-T? - z011, =,“,wr IIz, - zo IIS a 
= 8(16)“kr”k(2r)2’k. 
(Note that, for d= 1, the constant A, which appears in (GRR) is equal to 1.) 
Consequently, 
E Wk < 16.8k(2r)2 ET. (6-f) 
It remains to estimate ET: let uk be the best constant in the 
Burkholder-Gundy inequality 
II”* Ilk < akII(M)“211ks 
We have 
ET=E ^lc~-bl-~((V’~)*)~dadf~ 
.r! 
<(ak)“Ej~,j~, ;r:f;: dadb. (64 
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Write p = k/2 and A = i-r, I] x I- , 1 r r : we obtain, using (6.e), that for 
any a > 0, 
Jr j- lb-a~-4(Uab)k’2dadb 
. -r- -r 
+!:l~,b~~,<a)nAdadba-4*pJpHp 
< fr da [o1+a dblb - alp’-48pJp + 4a-4r28pJpHp 
2-J. -apa 
= 4r(p - 3)-‘aPm38PJP + 4ol-4r28PJPHP. 
Now, choosing a = Hpr, the previous expression equals 
4 (s) (SJ)p (~)pr~ 
=4 p-2 . p-3 . (8J)P Hp(‘pE) r’-‘, 
where 
&=4/l +p. (64 
(6.h) 
Hence, combining (6.f), (6.g) and (6.h), 
E Wzp < 256(a2,)2p 83p . 
= k, r@ E[JPHP”-E’J, 
,.EPE[JPHP+&)] 
for p > 3. (6.k) 
Step 3 (Use of the “shifting” Lemma (4.3)). Now let 
W,(X, Y) = sup sup 1 V;“l. 
a S<l 
The inequality proved above states that, for any stopping time T, 
E(W,(K Y))‘” < k,llG+ Yfll: IIJ; H;‘l--E)llm. 
So let A, = W&X, Y), Bf = (X,* + YF))E(kp)“p, Cf = J,H:-‘. Le;S < T be a 
pair of stopping times, and FE.Fs. Set Q(.)=P(.(F), and X,=X,+,1,, 
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y, = Y, + I 1,. Then, by (4.1) for x, r and Q, for any stopping time U of 
c-s+ .I, 
-- 
and 
H,s (F- F); < (X- Y)s*+u l,=H,+ul,. 
so 
-- 
E w&F Y)2p~~(~)Il~~+.l,ll~~IC,+.1,~~~~ 
and in order to establish that A, B, C satisfy (4.j) it remains to show that 
-- 
1FWS + “K y> - ~,W, y>> < ~rJ(x, 0 
The decomposition of 2 relative to (&+ ., Q) is x= II? + 2, where 
fit=vG+r- M,) 1,. Recall that &?,(a, b) = (5 Ito<X,<b, &I,. Then, 
fi,(a, b) - &(Q, b) 
so that 
= (&+,(a, b) - &(a, b) - &+,(a, 6) + &(u, b)) l,, 
Hence 
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Thus A, B, C satisfy (4.j), and applying Lemma (4.3) we get 
E W(X Y) < 96E(B, C,) 
= 96(k,)“2p E( (x” + y*)d?J1/2H(1 -&)/2 1. 
Step 4. Let 0 < q < co: Lemma (4.3) also gives 
(EW4)‘/4 <@J/*P(El(XX + y*)E/*J’/2#1 -d/2 I”)““, 
where ,uu4 is a universal constant, depending only on q, and varying below 
from line to line. Let K = X* + Y*. Then, by Holder’s inequality, 
the value 256(~,,)~~ @ - 2/p - 3) 83p for k, (see (6.k)), 
and using 
Let p > 4; then 
II WI, < Pq IlJll;‘2 llKll9”’ +p lIfq2 -2’r +p .uzp 
<p, llJll;‘* llHll;‘* f$ *‘I +pp’/z 
i 1 
(from (4.g)). 
4 
Now (X- Y)* < X* + Y*, so that K > H, and thus IIK&/1(NII, > 1. So 
II @I, G I% llJll;‘2 II fuy2 P”* (#q 2’p. 
4 
For x > 1, the minimum value of P”~x~‘~ is 2e”2(10g~)“2, attained at 
p = 4 log x. So, if llK/lq < e /[H/l,, setting p = 4 gives 
II @II, <P, IIJII~” llf41~‘2 2e”*, 
while if l[Kll, > e IIHIIq, setting p = 4log(llK(l,/(I HII,) gives 
II WI, <pus IIJII~” II fW2 2e”*WHll KII,lII NJ) I”. 
Hence, 
II VI, <Pu, llJll;‘2 /lw;‘* (1 v 1% (#i$-, ) “*, 
4 
and, replacing W, J, H, and K by their values, we have proved (6.d). 
In the next section, we shall only make use, in place of (6.d), of the 
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following weaker inequality, which is immediately deduced from (6.d): for 
any y > 1, and E E (0, f], one has 
(6.3) 
We are now interested in obtaining some generalization of (III,) relative to 
d-dimensional continuous semi-martingales. This section is much inspired by 
the work of Bass [3]. 
Given a continuous Rd-valued semi-martingale (X,), we first study the 
dependence on 8 E Rd, of the local times, denoted by L:(B), of 0 . X,. Note 
that we need only consider 8 with (I 0]] < 1, because of the (easily verified) 
identity 
L?(8) = )I ell Lye” 
We now prove the technical 
for e f 0. (6.1) 
LEMMA (6.7). Let (X,) be a d-dimensional continuous semi-martingale, 
and (M,) be its continuous martingale part. Then, there exists a version of 
@(4 = I:, 4&X,>O) d(0 . MS) which is jointly continuous in (0, t, a). 
Proof. We recall that from the one-dimensional results of [32], we know 
that for any 8 E IRd, there exists a jointly continuous version in (a, t) of 
I:, lw.X,>a) d(B . M,) and, in the following, we only consider these versions. 
Using inequality (6.d”) with the couple (M, N) there, now being replaced 
by M”ru.M, MU-v.M, where u,vEIRd, we get, for any y> 1, and 
EE(O,f], 
E sup ]@(a) - @(a)]) 
I.0 1 
Q c,,, II u - v II y(l’*--E)(IIuII + vll)y”‘*+&)IIXI~y. (64 
Therefore, by taking y($ - E) > d, and by localizing if necessary, we may 
apply Kolmogorov’s criterion in Section 3, (i), to the C(R + x R, R)-valued 
random variables 
(~:(t,a)~~(O,a);Ilull~p), for any p > 0. I 
In order to apply Lemma (6.7), we rewrite Tanaka’s formula (2.b), for 
8.x,, with emd, 
(e . x, - a)+ = (e . x, -a)+ + J: i(e.X,>a) d(e . x,) + ;~;(f9). (2.b), 
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We now make use, in this formula, of the jointly continuous version of 
(a,“(u)), to specify accordingly a “good” version of the local times (L:(0); 
BE Rd, a E R, t > 0), which we shall refer to as the specified version of the 
local times of X. 
For X a continuous martingale, we have proved that the specified version 
of the local times is jointly continuous in (6, a, t), a result already obtained 
by Bass [3] for d-dimensional Brownian motion. We are now able to prove 
the following extension of (III,). 
THEOREM (6.8). Let (X,),,, be a Rd-valued continuous semi-martingale, 
and let (L:(e); 0 E Rd, h E R, t > 0) be the specljied version of its local 
times. Then, one has, for any y > 1, 
llLzi* lly G cy IIXIIHY~ (III:) 
where 
Proof: From Tanaka’s formula (2.b),, we need only prove that 
E (6.n) 
for y big enough (this last restriction may be dealt with using Lenglart’s 
“relation de domination” [20], for instance). (6.n) is now obtained as a 
consequence of (6.m), where we take Y(; - E) > d, and apply (3.b). m 
(6.4) 
Final remarks. (i) The methods of proof’developed in this paper are 
not liable to adequate extension of our results to discontinuous martingales, 
including in particular discrete-time ones. 
(ii) Our paper has been devoted to the proof of L’inequalities. Using 
an argument of Burkholder [6], we show how to deduce weak Lrinequalities 
from the strong ones. 
We consider below an application 2: M-+ Z.(M) acting on any 
continuous local martingale, M, and transforming it into an increasing 
process. Moreover, we suppose that Z commutes to stopping, i.e., for any 
stopping time (s.t. for short) T, Z(M.,,) = Z, ,&4). (As examples, take 
Z,(M) = L:(M), or supSGt JLy(M) - Lf(M)(/Ia - b(“*-‘. We note l/M]], = 
SUPTboundeds.t. E@‘f,l.) Then we have 
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PROPOSITION (6.9). Suppose there exists a constant c such that for every 
continuous local martingale M, one has E[Z,(M)*] < cE[M&]. Then, ifw is 
any predictable process, with Iwl< 1, and N = I; w, dM, , one has 
Proof: Let T,, = inf{t: IM, I > A}. Then, 
A’P{Z,(N) > A; M; <A} 
,< ~2P{Z,AW) > Al = A2W,(N m,> > A) 
< EIZ,(N. r,\TJ21< cE[N;.~I < cE[MZ,J 
=C SUP 
Tbounded ~.t. 
so that we have obtained 
~P{Z,(N) > 1; M; <A} < c IIMII,, 
Finally, we get 
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